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Nuclear problem

The letter at Three Mile Island Power Plant in Pennsylvania has brought the problems of keeping nuclear waste safe to the forefront. The incident has raised concerns about the safety of nuclear power plants. They need to be safeguarded from accidents, which could lead to severe consequences. All these facts are true, but there's another thing that can affect nuclear power plants. This is the matter of nuclear fusion. It is a process that occurs naturally in the sun and certain stars. If we could harness nuclear fusion, it could provide a clean and abundant source of energy. This is a promising field of research, but it faces many technical challenges. We need to continue to invest in this area to make progress.
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You and your Money

Sensing the News

The truth about U.S. profits

By Verna Hartigan

Editorial administrator

The profits in the U.S. are as high as ever. In fact, they are higher than ever before. The question is, are these profits justified? The answer is yes, but only if the profits are reinvested into the company. If not, they will only benefit a few people at the top.

Out of the Past

From the life of the Pamela Watchman

The Pamela Watchman was a woman who lived in the late 19th century. She was a pioneer in the field of education and was a strong advocate for women's rights. She was also an expert in the field of medical science and made significant contributions to the development of modern medicine.

Bealls EASTER FASHIONS

Special

Full Sweep Skirt and Mu Mu's

68 to 10.88

Spring Fresh Straw Hats

13.00

Today Through Saturday

30% OFF Special Group

Men’s Beatnik Suits

3 Days Only!

Boys’ Easter Suits

20% OFF Entire Stock

Boys' Short Sleeve Sport And Dress Shirts

You save To 75’ 3.88 - 5.98

The New Soft Pastel Looks for Spring

Sundays To Suit Your Fancy

White Patent T- Strap Design

Sandals For Girls

12.00

Jeans With Tote Bag

Red and white stripe

Peaches and cream

Black

Red, white, and blue

Nothing to worry about...
WE FEATURE USDA CHOICE GRADE BEEF

FROZEN FOODS
- Thirfty Maid Ice Milk

88¢

SAVE 50¢ SUPER SAV. ICE CREAM SANDWICHES ON EARS

99¢

BROWN & SERVE ROLLS

3 12 CT PKG $1

SAVE 36¢

COFFEE CREAMER

2 $1

SAVE 88¢

PAPER PLATES

129¢

SHIRLIE

MUSTARD

5 1 PT $1

SAVE 39¢

CAT FOOD

2 $2.99

SAVE 88¢

MARVEL SUPERSALAD KALE & LETTUCE

1 LB $2.79

MIRACLE WHIP

78¢

LIMIT ONE WITH $1.00 OR MORE ADDITIONAL PURCHASE EXCLUDING CIGARETTES

EASTER CANDY

- EASTER BUNNY CAKE

$4.29

DOUBLE GREEN STAMPS

Each Tuesday with 12.50 or More Purchase Excluding Cigarettes

$1

WE GIVE S & H GREEN STAMPS

315 E. SPRING PALESTINE

615 W. PANOLA CARTERFIELD

219 S. PALESTINE ATHENS
First Methodist slates spring revival services

Spring revival services held at First Methodist Church

Easter closings stated

PEOPLE'S FUNERAL HOME & INSURANCE SERVICE
The Home Of Quality Service
210 S. S plugs St., Carthage, Texas 75633

BIRDWELL'S DEPARTMENT STORE
Northside of Square Carthage, Texas
LOCAL MERCHANTS
**EAST TEXAS WESTERN WEAR**

**HAPPY EASTER!**

**CARTLAGE DRUG**

**SPRING HOME SALE**

**MURVAUL**

**HIGH SCHOOL RODEOS ARE GRRREAT!**

**Things of Interest**
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**Long Branch News**

**About People**

**PIC adjusts health coverage**

**Senior Day slated at college**

**About MURVAUL News Items**
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THIS WEEK'S
Sunday School Lesson

Victory through our Lord

Background Scripture: Philippians 4:13

The parable of the blind man and the light tells us how a blind man laid hold of the light and received it. This is an illustration of how we must hold on to the light of the Lord's love and grace. When we do this, we become victorious in our lives, even though we may be blind to the world around us.

In Double-ring ceremony
Lehner-Anderson repeat nuptial vows

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Lehner and Mr. and Mrs. John Anderson renewed their wedding vows in a double-ring ceremony on April 16th. The ceremony took place at the First Baptist Church in Carthage. The couple exchanged rings and recited their vows in front of their friends and family. The ceremony was a beautiful celebration of their love and commitment to each other.

First Things
First A DEVOTIONAL

A FRIEND IN DEED

When one is in need of help, it is important to have friends who will lend a helping hand. A friend in need is truly a friend indeed. This is the message of the first devotional of the week. It highlights the importance of having friends who will be there for us in times of trouble. The devotional challenges us to be that kind of friend to others, always ready to lend a helping hand.

Coke's Ashley honored
by graduation dinner

Ashley Coke received an honor by being invited to attend the graduation dinner at SFA. This is a wonderful accomplishment and a testament to her hard work and dedication. She is an example to us all of how we can achieve our goals through perseverance and determination.

Xi Delta Psi members meet
Hall is program speaker

The Xi Delta Psi members met recently to discuss matters of interest to the organization. The program speaker for the event was Hall, who shared insights and perspectives on the topic of the day. The members enjoyed the opportunity to exchange ideas and strengthen their bonds as members of the organization.

Texas Treats

by Doris D. House

Texas Treats is a delightful collection of recipes that will transport you to the heart of the Lone Star State. From spicy chili con carne to sweet pecan pie, these recipes are sure to satisfy your hunger for a taste of Texas.

Approaching Weddings

LaGrone is Epsilon Tau Preceptor speaker

The upcoming wedding of LaGrone was the focus of the Epsilon Tau Preceptor meeting. LaGrone was invited to speak about the upcoming wedding and share insights and advice with the other members of the organization. The event was a wonderful opportunity for the members to come together and celebrate the upcoming union of LaGrone.

Bridal parties fete Miss Deanne Lehner

Miss Deanne Lehner was the guest of honor at several bridal parties in the weeks leading up to her wedding. The parties were a gesture of love and support from the friends and family of the couple. They were a wonderful way for the guests to show their appreciation for the couple and their upcoming wedding.

In Dallas ceremony
Couple exchange wedding vows

A couple exchanged wedding vows in a ceremony held in Dallas. The couple was joined by their friends and family, who shared in the joy of their special day. The ceremony was a beautiful celebration of their love and commitment to each other.
Lawn recovering slowly
From hard winter

Now have you recovered from the hard winter. The hard freeze has passed and the hard winds have blown away. The hard winds and hard freezes have taken their toll on the hard lawns. The hard lawns have been hit hard by the hard weather.

In The Service
Henderson & Co. Home, Inc., located at 402 S. Main St., Carthage, Texas, 75633, is a full-service heating, ventilation, and air conditioning contractor. They offer repair, maintenance, and installation services for a variety of heating and cooling systems. For more information, call 903-597-2337.

JIMERSON FUNERAL HOME
“Your Family Helping You In Time Of Need.”

414 W. Main St., Carthage, Texas 75633
Ph. 693-7221

EASTER PARADE Free!
The Easter Bunny Will Be Here From 9 to 11 A.M. & Noon ’til 5:30 P.M. FRI & SAT APRIL 13 & 14 With Free Helium Filled Balloons For All Children Under 12.

GM TRANSMISSION SERVICE
Service $16.50
Includes labor for changing fluid, replacing filters, and making necessary adjustments.

PIPPEN MOTOR CO.
We bring quality to life!

PIPPEN MOTOR CO.
402 S. Shelby
Ph. 693-6691
Carthage, Texas

CARTHAGE MINIATURE GOLF OPENING
Friday, APRIL 13 - 1 pm

CARTHAGE SKATE PALACE
NEXT DOOR TO
By 79-6001 Pacif PC 6 Oak East Rd.
Carthage, Texas

PACE HARDWARE AND LUMBER
Springtime cleanup time

25 TRASH BAGS
277
$11.99

CLIPPERS MINI TRIMMER
4.79
5.25
14.99

Excludes some items. Full price must be paid in cash or check on day of purchase only. Cannot be combined with other offers.
Remodeling Sale!

Sale begins Thursday at noon and we'll be open 'til 10:00 P.M.

Save as much as 50%!

The sawdust is flying and the carpenters are working, but you can really save...

The place has never been in such a sacked up condition but if you can stand the noise, dust, and crowded showroom you can really save. We are in the middle of our remodeling program. It will add 15 percent more showroom space. We're marking merchandise down to keep from having to move it again. If you are looking for nice furniture value don't miss this sale. Sale starts Thursday April 18 at noon and we'll remain open 'til 10 P.M. That night.

BAUER
FURNITURE & APPLIANCE CO.

401 N. Pecos
Ph. 693-6420
Carthage
Lake board calms waves of right-of-way ‘storm’

Discussion heated
At Park Board meeting

The Panola County Park Board met Monday night to consider right-of-way issues for the T.A. Haynes Highway. At the request of a representative from the panola County Chamber of Commerce, the board requested that a meeting be held at a later date to address the issue.

Miss Panola seeks entries
Applications are now being taken for the Miss Panola contest. The pageant will be held on Saturday, October 15, at 8 p.m. at the Panola County Coliseum. The winner will receive a scholarship to Panola College and a crown. Entry forms are available at the Panola County Chamber of Commerce.

GISD basketball action limited

Industrial banquet scheduled

McNuti joins Watchman staff